
#SMI27 Q
MELODY
MOVEME

.HAND SETTING KNOB Plays a different tui
12 different songs!
Strikes the foil horn
BEAUTIFUL SOUN
Quartz Accuracy!

iuo*^

ACTUAL SIZE AT L;

#SMI27 QUARTZ MELODY CLOCK MOVEMENT!
Plays a different tune on each hour! VERY GOOD QV
SOUND! After the music stops on the hour, it will then sti
correct time.
1:00 - Silver Threads Among the Gold
2:00 - Annie Laurie

7:00 - For Elise
8:00-It'saSmall,Small

3:00 -Dreaming ofMother & Home 9:00 - Music Box Dan*
4:00 - Buttons ana Bows 10:00 ■ Happy Song
5:00 -DieLorelei 11:00 -Picnic
6:00 - The Blue Bells of Scotland 12:00 - Cuckoo Waltz
NOTE: Does not chime on the quarters, hour only. Th<
movement is a veryaccurate timekeeper. Size is 2 1/4"squai
length is for dials up to 3/16" thick. Small enough to fii
anywhere Uses 2 ‘AA’batteries(not included). The batteries
1 year or more. Very simple to install and operate,
complete with speaker, hardware, 2 sets of special
(Ipr black& 1pr brass) for dials up to 6", instruction!
YEAR WARRANTY. Suggested Retail: $24.95.

(Dai (J-^xice.:

1 to 5: $14.95 each (boxed) 6to 24: $12.90 each (boxed)
Box 25: $10.90 each (bulk packed)

NEW! HOUR and HALF HOUR QUARTZ with MECHANICAL STRIKE RODS!

#2406 STRIKE movement has both Bim/Bam and Chordal
Strike! Strikes once on the half-hour, tolls/counts the full hour.
The movement is battery run and quartz accurate, but the
hammers are mechanical (driven by the battery), in that they
strike the brass rods, just like the keywind! The compact size
makes this a good choice for many mantle and wallclocks. Size
is 7" high x 6-13/16" wide x 2-3/16 thick. Has both Bim/Bam or
Chordal strike - that is, pull the strike switch on the back and it
will changefromBim/Bam to Chordal orvice versa! Operateson
one ’D’ battery (not included). Available with or without a
pendulum. Medium shaft length fits through a 3/8" thick dial.
Pendulum adjust up to 16". 2-3/4 bob. 3 YEAR WARRANTY!

(Dat U^iiaount
#2406/N #2405/P (with pendulum)

1 or 2; $33.95 $35.95
3 to 6: $31.90 $33.90
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